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ARYAN DAWN

Ray Ruggiero



Introduction

If they can keep the truth of race from us, the public, without question. We are no better than

sheep, “BAAHHH”.

Evolution of the separate human races is a controversial issue in our modern multi-ethnic,

multi-cultural civilizations. Everything is done by the “establishments” to maintain a strategic

distance, so the realities of race are not brought to the surface.

Since my early twenties I have been an activist for the truth regarding the separate human

races, (I am thirty-six now in 2016). I have published well visited pages and videos on the

internet in many languages informing people of my evolutionary theories. Bringing race into

the minds of many people has been a successful plan for me, however, I am not claiming what

I publish is overwhelmingly popular, many do not like it.

My motivation in being a racial activist is due to my belief that it is morally wrong when a

people do not know or accept what they are. I believe truth should be the driving force behind

all civilizations.

To take in these written works, you have to believe in the evolution of life. If you do not, this

book may not be for you! I assure you, you can believe in both a higher power (God and the

after-life) and evolution, as I do. You do not have to be Godless to be humbled by the truth!

It may be thought by governments (the establishments) that a ‘public outing’ of the

‘evolutionary truth’ regarding the past separate human races would lead to ethno-nationalist

type political uprisings through a dramatic change in public opinion. Personally, I think it

would just lead people to be humbler about the beings that they are

(that’s a good thing!).

My ideal of wanting a genetically pure people to inherit the earth stems

from not wanting others to endure genetic disability and the pain

associated with it, like I have, in my life. I want everyone in the future to

be perfect so there is no unnecessary suffering among mankind (that’s a

good thing too!). That is the way that it is supposed to be.

When an unenlightened person thinks of the term Aryan, they invoke

pictures of Fascism, Hitler and the Holocaust. Understand, the Aryan (original Scandinavian)

race existed literally 45,000 years before Hitler was even born (it isn’t all about Hatred and

National Socialism). Believing in separate human races in no way has to mean you are a



racist. An entire races existence cannot be denied because of one man’s bad ideas, (Adolf

Hitler).

The solution to the worlds perceived racial problems, is for us all to intermix (out-breed), but

at the same time, to educate people about the past separate human races, as we should in

an open and free democracy. I am not in any way against multi-ethnic and multi-cultural

society, I am in favour of it.

An educated people which we all strive to be, will want the best for their future children (that

way, I win my battle).

Differing terms, more politically suited for our politically correct times other than the term

“Aryan” are “Nordic”, “Scandinavian” or “Hyperborean”. I utilize the Term Aryan in the books

title (Aryan Dawn) and in a few other places, but I will try not to use

politically off-base terms like that, in this book. I am not trying to

offend.

Eminent naturalist and geologist, Charles Darwin was quoted as

saying:

“light will be thrown on the origin of man and his history”

I believe it is me that will throw that light, through this book.



Out of Africa

The Five Root Race Theory

(Timescales given are a general approximation based on archaeological finds).

For humanity, it all started in Africa. Over millions of years’ monkeys transformed into the

original humans via the process of evolution. By original humans, I mean Black Africans

(Negros) - Note: I will refer to these people as the “original Africans” from here on.

The location where these "original Africans” emerged was from within

the Horn of Africa. There have been substantial quantities of human

bone fragments unearthed there, that location is also encapsulated by

the sea and colossal mountain ranges on all sides. The archaeological

evidence proposes this is the birthplace of humanity (original Africans).

These Original Africans arose from Homo heidelbergensis around

250,000 years ago and were minimally, if any different to the hunter gatherer Black African

tribes that inhabit the Horn of Africa region today. The environment there has not changed

in all that time, thus neither have they.

These original humans in the Horn of Africa, from 250,000 years ago, to present day were/are

a primitive stone-age people. They were hunter gatherers. Examples of what they hunted

were: bush-pig, gazelle, kudu, antelope, ibex, hyena, zebra. They ate wild berries, dug up



tubers/roots, speared fish and ate insects. They did not have bows and, just relying on the

spear as their main hunting tool.

They lived in tribal communities of around 100 to 150 people, splitting when tribes got any

bigger.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The original African racial type:

The original Africans had dark brown skin with black kinky-fuzzy hair,

brown eyes and thick lips, like Black Africans today. Their brain size

averaged 1200 cubic centimetres. They had large nose holes, flattish type

noses and jutting jaws (prognathism). Wave like brow ridges, a lack of body

hair, square eye orbits and a large eye socket distance. Large megadontic

teeth, narrower ears, narrower joints and frontal skull eminences.

They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding

had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A tribe of these original Africans migrated out of that northeast African enclave around

130,000 years ago. This origin and migration theory is often referred to as the “Out of Africa

Theory”.

In moving out of this habitat in the northeast (Horn) of Africa they could have gone in either

of these differing ways into the European continent.

1. They crossed the Red-Sea directly at its narrowest point and entered where we know

today as Yemen, then they followed the Red-Sea on the coast of where we now know

as Saudi Arabia.

2. They went straight up along the coast of Nubian desert (Red Sea), then the Eastern

desert. (the coasts of where we know today as Eritrea, Sudan and Egypt).

They then would have had to travel further northwards through the Syrian desert, again

clinging to the coastline (Present day Israel’s coast - the Mediterranean Sea). They continued

through present day Turkey, (clinging to the coastline) then they were in Europe.

Present day Bulgaria was most likely the first European zone they passed through. This exodus

out of Africa and into Europe would have taken many decades. I must add, it is surprising how

far people can walk in a few decades.

Of course, on this epic journey old generations of original Africans would have been replaced

by new generations many times over. It was the journey of a lifetime.

They would surely have come across the Neanderthals (Homo neanderthalensis) in Europe on

their travels. It is possible there could have been out-breeding (mixing) with the Neanderthals,

however for the most part, they would have fought with, killed and possibly eaten the

Neanderthals they encountered. Peaceful coexistence was a certain no.



At the point they entered Europe they no longer travelled clinging the coastline. I believe they

just headed north from there, directly up through Europe.

They could have made it into the Scandinavian enclave in one of two ways.

1. They walked right up to the very top of Scandinavia and then walked back down into



the western coast of it.

2. They walked up to the area we now know as Denmark, crossed the seas and then

walked to the western coast of Scandinavia.

We call this homeland enclave (pictured - outlined in red) in

modern day Norway: “Hyperborea”.

In the mythology of the ancient Greeks, Hyperborean’s were a

people who lived “beyond the North Wind” Hyperborean is

another term for Aryan (original Scandinavian). Hyperborean’s and

Hyperborea were not a myth though, they were a reality.

My thoughts on this are that this habitat was a zone where they

(original Africans) knew they would be free from roaming

Neanderthals. They wanted to live in safety, without fear, don’t we

all? It is encapsulated by the sea and colossal mountain ranges on

all sides.

Regardless of which way they travelled, they got there: The North of Europe, Scandinavia,

West of the huge mountain ranges running through present-day Norway. (Hyperborea) – The

Aryan Homeland.

There was a much warmer period during the last ice age that started around 130,000 years

ago, coinciding with the time when the original Africans migrated to Hyperborea. This interglacial (warmer) period lasted around eighty-five thousand years. (This is not commonly

known). This inter-glacial period is called the Eemian Period.

The establishment does not want the public to know people could have survived there during

that time.

After approximately 85,000 years of total isolation in Hyperborea, the original African tribe

transformed via the process of evolution into the Scandinavian race. I will call these new

people the “original Scandinavians” from here on in.

The evolutionary changes to these original Africans probably became visible only after tens

of thousands of years, with gradual lightening of skin, hair and eyes. After 80,000 years of

total isolation a full transformation and adaptation to that environment had occurred. A new

race arose; The Aryan race was born. They had adapted to the cold, icy, dark habitat perfectly.

Yes, Hyperborea is the homeland, birthplace of the Aryan Race.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The original Scandinavian racial type:



The original Scandinavians had white translucent skin with straight

blond hair and large blue eyes. They had Angularly set, clear-cut

prominent chins with thin lips and a narrow groove from the nose

which was sharp cut. You could see their blue veins shine through

when their skin had no tanning. Males had thick haired beards.

They were large brained at 1600cc (that’s larger than Nordic

Europeans today!), Their skin had the ability to tan perfectly.

Towering height: 176.2 on average for males. The eye orbits of this race were square. Original

Scandinavians were robustly built and Straight limbed. Narrow aquiline noses, Long low skulls.

Heavy solid body – strong musculature and a straight forehead. Very slight brow ridges. Short

wide face. A prominent chin, but no jutting jaw (no prognathism).

They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding

had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Brain Capacity

At the time of 45,000 years ago the original Scandinavians had substantially larger brains at

1600 cubic centimetres, than the four other races of man at around 1200 cubic centimetres.

In today’s time, size of brain does not indicate intellectual superiority. The size of brains in

humans now varies dramatically and the mixing with Neanderthals could also have given

some groups larger brain sizes than others today as Neanderthals did have large brains as

well, at 1600 cc.



Scandinavians

This original Scandinavian race that had risen from a few tribes of Black Africans after

approximately 85,000 years of complete isolation, left Scandinavia (exodus) before the ice

age became too inhospitable (through extreme cold). “Early” Cro-Magnons or “Early” EEMH

were the Original Scandinavians (Early European Modern Humans). Early Cro-Magnon skeletal

remains in Europe that have been dated to 45,000 years ago prove this.

So 45,000 years ago the inter-glacial (warmer) period had come to an end. It was getting a lot

colder in Europe.

This unique fair breed could have only evolved in Scandinavia. The lack of light throughout

the year and icy conditions are the only environmental factors that can explain the unique

evolutionary traits of blonde hair, blue eyes, white skin, large cranial capacity, etc. There is

simply nowhere else plausible where these physical and mental traits could have developed.

As they are so different in physical appearance and mental ability compared to the other races

of man, the environment must also have been so very different. Yes, to the west of the

encapsulating mountain ranges running through present-day Norway (Hyperborea) stand out

clearly as their place of origin.



They ate Artic Foxes, mountain Hares, Lemmings, Tundra Wolfs, etc. They wore animal furs,

necklaces and pendants made of animal teeth and shells.

The physical evidence of the Hyperborean’s originating from there has been totally destroyed

by the swelling sea level and all-consuming ice age. No remains like bone fragments could

have survived the extreme cold in Hyperborea.

45,000 years ago there was an original Scandinavian race, but also four other distinct but

dark-featured human races:











Original African

Original Indian (Dravidians)

Original Far East Asian (Mongoloids – Orientals)

Original Aboriginal/ Papuan



These other original races came to be much the same way the Scandinavian race came to be.

100,000 years ago a second wave of Original Africans migrated out of the

Horn of Africa, but this time they headed east instead of north, they

surely crossed the Red Sea at its narrowest point and moved along the

coast to India. 100,000 years ago these tribes of original Africans had

decided to settle in the India region permanently, but some off them

broke off and continued further east.

On the move further east, around the present day ‘Thailand’ area, the

tribes split up and one unit of original Africans headed south through the islands into Papua

New Guinea zone. The other group of original Africans had continued into far east Asia and

settled there (eastern China region).



The original Indian racial type:

The original Indians had dark brown skin with black straight hair and brown eyes like most

southern Indians today (Dravidians). Their brain size then averaged 1200cc. Moderate jutting

of the jaw. They had blue/black coarse hair. The original Africans had 55,000 years in India to

evolve to the original Indians.

They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding

had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation.



The original Far East Asian racial type:

The Far east Asians (Mongoloids) had dark brown-yellowish skin with coarse heavy, black,

straight hair and brown eyes. Almond shaped eyes with broad relatively flat faces. Absent

brow ridges. Their brain size averaged 1200cc. Mesocranic skull. Fairly large and protruding

cheekbones. Nasal bones that are flat and broad. Nasal bridge that is slightly concave without

depression in the nasion. Moderate jutting of the jaw. Circular eye orbits. Flatter roof of nose.

No facial or body hair. Straight facial profile. Shovel shaped incisors.



They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding

had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation.

The original far east Asians were dark skinned like the original Africans. Today, all Far east

Asians are mixed race, which is why people only think of them as a light skinned people.

Light skin is genetically dominant over dark skin. I assure you the original Far east Asians

were very dark of skin. Light skin in humans only ever came from the original Scandinavians.

It is known Far East Asian people today have large brains, this could be because of the mixing

with the Neanderthals which we know they did because of genetic tests completed on found

ancient material. Italian people today also have the largest brain capacity in Europe. I theorize

this could be because many Far East Asians tribes migrated to Italy under the leadership of

the warring Genghis Khan. They intermixed.



The Original Aboriginal Racial Type:

The Aboriginals had dark brown skin with black kinky hair and brown eyes like Australian

aborigines and native Papuans today. Large nose holes and a jutting jaw. Heavy brow ridges

with thick lips. A lack of body hair. Broad and round nasal cavity.

They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding

had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation.



Two Root Race Theory

It certainly could be argued that there are only two races of man, ‘Scandinavian and Negroid’.

As the other dark featured races (Indian – Mongoloid – Aboriginal) could be considered to

have not changed enough from the original African race, to be considered new and separate

races. They certainly had less time to evolve (55,000 years of evolution compared to 85,000

years) than the Scandinavians. Also the environment was not totally opposing to that of the

Horn of Africa, Scandinavia was much more different, harsher.

That is a decision for you to make….



Common Ancestor - Homo Heidelbergensis

Homo sapiens (Original Africans) and the Neanderthals had a common

ancestor “Homo heidelbergensis”. H. sapiens and H. neanderthalensis

began to form in their differing locations 350,000 to 400,000 years ago.







In Eurasia – Homo heidelbergensis transformed into

Neanderthal (Homo neanderthalensis)

In Africa – Homo heidelbergensis transformed into Original

Africans (H. sapiens)



Homo heidelbergensis continued until approximately 200,000 years ago.



The Scandinavian Descent



The earliest archaeological finds of Cro-Magnon or EEMH (Early European Modern Human)

date back to around 45,000 years ago. These “oldest finds”, I believe are the original

Scandinavian’s (untainted). So we will use that approximate date (45,000 years ago) as when

the original Scandinavians descended down into the rest of Europe. That is 85,000 years that

the Original Africans had to evolve to this new original Scandinavian breed in Northern Europe

(Hyperborea).

Stories of there being a glacier in northern Europe at that time are totally unsubstantiated,

there was no glacier then, as it was a warmer period (interglacial), certainly possible of

sustaining human and other life.

45,000 years ago the interglacial period was diminishing. This original Scandinavian breed had

no choice but to leave their habitat, Hyperborea. Even they, a cold adapted race, could not

survive what was coming.

They moved southward, down into the rest of Europe. With more territory to hunt and gather

food, their numbers expanded, a few tribes grew over time to become many.

So around 45,000 years ago, Europe had many tribes of original Scandinavians. There were

not huge numbers of these people in the beginning, (possibly a few thousand people scattered

across Europe at that time).

It is certain that the Scandinavian descent into the rest of Europe from the north was what

lay behind the killing off of the Neanderthals. It was genocide, the extermination of an entire

species. They could not co-exist.

Tribes of Scandinavians broke off from the main units in Europe and gradually spread into

Asia.

In the Middle East area, an original Scandinavian race tribe came across an original Indian

race tribe that had left their evolutionary area of India thousands of years earlier. These two

distinctly different racial tribes mixed together (out-bred) and a new hybrid breed of man was

formed, whom we know today as the Arabs (Arabic).

The Arabic tribes expanded in the Middle East and then tribes of them migrated west into the

North of Africa. From North Africa they moved further north, up into the Mediterranean

zones of where we know today as Spain, Italy and Greece. There, they (Arabs) came across

the original Scandinavians.

The Arabic tribes mixed with the original Scandinavian tribes in Southern Europe, which

formed the basis of whom we know today as the Spanish, the Italians and the Greeks.

(ethnicities were forming). Interbreeding happened in each of these zones to form

Mediterranean ethnicities. This happened as always, due to isolation over vast time.

The same thing happened in Far East Asia. The original Scandinavians spread right into Far

east Asia and mixed with the Far East Asian race, and this produced whom we know today as

Chinese/Japanese ethnic types (Orientals).
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